
A water soluble supplement suitable for all 
livestock including cattle, sheep, goats, horses 

& alpacas. It aids in weight loss reduction during 
transit, reduces stress levels & aids in fuss free weaning.

TRANZ

SUITABLE FOR:

STOCK



STOCK TRANZ
When an animal is in distress, stress hormones and adrenalin effect the electrolyte 

mineral balance in the animal’s body.

Stock Tranz is a water soluble supplement in tablet form containing a balanced array 

of essential minerals, glucose & fructose. These essential minerals and sugars naturally 

lower the animal’s stress levels, while also hydrating and replacing depleted electrolytes.

This results in a calmer, easier to handle animal.

TYPICAL ANALYSIS

Salt (NaCl)

Potassium (K)

Magnesium (Mg)

Sodium

Chloride

20.92%

2.51%

0.3%

8.2%

13.52%

Fructose

Glucose

Maltose

Lactose

1.8g/100g

2.2g/100g

0.2g/100g

0.2g/100g

8x150G & 
1KG BLOCKS
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ANIMALS TO STRESS?
WHAT CAUSES

BEING 
TRANSPORTED

WALKING LONG 
DISTANCES

BUSHFIRES/ 
NATURAL DISASTERS

WEANING 
& YARDING

STRESS CAUSES SHRINKAGE & DARK CUTTING. 

Unstressed cattle will drink between 40-45 litres of water 

per head per day, while stressed cattle will only drink 

between 25-35 litres of water per head per day. 

This leads to both dehydration and shrinkage.

Stock Tranz can help reduce shrinkage by:

• Maintaining a high electrolyte balance in the body 

(thereby reducing transport shrinkage weight loss).

• Controlling the release of stress hormones.

• Preventing stimulation of the immune system. 

Stock Tranz can help reduce dark cutting by increasing 

glycogen levels and controlling the release of stress 

hormones. 

IMPACT OF STRESS?
WHAT IS THE

MUSCLE 
GLYCOGEN

NUTRIT
IO

N

Handling 
Stress

Transport 
Stress

Dehydration Stress

STRESS EFFECTS ON 

GLYCOGEN LEVELS
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HOW DO HANDLING CONDITIONS 
EFFECT CATTLE SHRINKAGE?

HANDLING CONDITIONS PERCENT SHRINK

8 hour dry lot stand

16 hour dry lot stand

24 hour dry lot stand

8 hours in moving truck 

16 hours in moving truck

24 hours in moving truck

3.3%

6.2%

6.6%

5.5% 

7.9%

8.9%

SOURCE: Alabama Cooperative Extension System. Alabama Beef Cattle Pocket Guide, ANR-1323

IS STOCK TRANZ WORTH THE 
INVESTMENT?

1. Improved yield & quality = $

2. Reduced shrinkage = $

3. Shortened weaning time = $

4. Calmer animals= increased feed consumption = $

Cost per dose = $1.40

The return on shrinkage alone 
can be more than 10 fold
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TESTIMONIALS
CUSTOMER

DARRYL PEARCE
STOCK BUYER, GREENHAM, TAS

Stock Tranz has a dual effect:

1. Grading improvements- Higher quality meat. 

2. Yield improvements. 

“Stock Tranz animals are calmer and easier to 
handle, less stressed.”

MICHAEL TAYLOR
CATTLE PRODUCER & AGENT, WALLUMBILA, QLD

Michael Taylor weighs cattle on and off trucks. The 

average fluid loss on a 4+ hour journey is 15kg. When 

using Stock Tranz the average fluid loss is 5kg. 

“Stock Tranz is a wonderful product that 
hydrates cattle and increases calmness of herd. 
To maximise returns I recommend the use of 
Stock Tranz.”
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INSTRUCTIONS
FEEDING

Drop necessary number of tablets into livestocks’ water supply (water trough or tank). The tablet 

will slowly dissolve, supplying all livestock with a balance of essential minerals, glucose & fructose. 

For best results, stretch dosage out over a 24-48 hour period (eg. for 50 head of cattle, drop six 

tablets in water supply in the morning, and six in the middle of the day while in holding yards). 

Consumption rate will vary as does each animal’s thirst, but the sugars are the attractant 

formulated to entice the animals to drink irrespective of water hardness or quality. Once 

consumed the minerals will rehydrate muscle tissue.

The product cannot be overdosed, so there is no withholding period. 

150G TABLET
1 x 150g tablet per 4 
head of cattle, per dose.

1KG TABLET
1 x 1kg tablet per 20 
head of cattle, per dose.
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HOTLINE 1800 804 096

www.olssons.com.au


